BILBAO VIRTUAL O QUESTION SHEET
Use Google Street View, together with the map to navigate you way around the course,
answering the questions at each control. If you find that you cannot move forwards in Street
View, it may help to exit into satellite view and then go straight back into Street View.
You should be able to find the control sites and answer the questions using street view only.
There is no need to use the blue photo sphere circles. The questions have been selected so
that you can answer regardless of the version of Street View that you are using.
Bilbao is a super city and the City Race was planned to take in most of the sights. These
included some ‘tricky or impossible to get to in Street View’ places so a number of control
sites were vetoed during controlling of this event and one or two hints have been added to
help you out.
The start is located in Plaza de la Salve.
Control
Question
Answer
Start Where colour are the gates at the start? _ _ _ _ _
1
Not accessible
2
What colour is the painted wooden fence at the control
Hint: You can view the control site from the road marked out of
bounds. _ _ _ _ _ _
3
Not accessible
4
Number of steps adjacent to the control _
5
Colour of the painted stripes on the wall of the building
_ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ _ _
6
Number of steps leading up to the canopy on the north side of the
building _ _
7
Not accessible
8
Not accessible
9
Number of metal spouts in the fountain _
10
Number of doors are next to the control _
11
Not accessible
12
Number of escalators leading up into the Old Market Building _
13
Not accessible
At the SW end of the bridge, go down the steps to approach control 14 along the
riverside.
14
Colours of the risers of the steps? _ _ _ _ _, _ _ _, _ _ _ _
When you have answered the question, click on the top of the steps
and you will jump back up to the road.
15
Colour of the protective cover around the electrical cables next to
the blue street name _ _ _ _
16
Not accessible (this control was inside the station and the route out
was via the access to the underground metro platform)
17
How many steps in the bottom set of steps? _

18
19
20
21
22
23
Finish

Describe the statue
You can see the statue from the path to the west or north side.
What is it?
Describe the statue in the fountain
Statue – the man is standing on which foot?
Number of legs on the large sculpture NW of the control circle _
What is the symbol on the sign on the fence corner? _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Nothing suitable here but jump up to the top of the long set of steps
to the SE of the finish to have a look at the green statue symbol on
the map which is a guard dog created by Jeff Koons. The futuristic
building is the Guggenheim Museum.

